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Protocol-Independent Routing

Describe

Static, aggregate, and generated routes

Static

Route preference: 5

Can contain multiple next-hops (qualified-next-hop)

Use resolve keyword for recursion

When used for summarization, a static route re‐
mains in the routing table even if there are no con‐
tributing routes for the summary, therefore it is rec‐
ommended to use an aggregate or generated route 
instead for summarization.

Aggregate

Route preference: 130

Does not appear in routing table unless at least one 
contributing route is present

Policy can be used to filter/select which routes 
are considered contributing routes

Contributing routes must have valid next-hop

Used to attract traffic to the router, not for forward‐
ing (no next-hop, only discard/reject)

Use discard message to silently drop packets, 
otherwise ICMP unreachable is returned if pack‐
et is sent to non-existent contributing route

Generated

Route preference: 130

Does not appear in routing table unless at least one 
contributing route is present

Policy can be used to filter/select which routes 
are considered contributing routes

Primary is selected based on lowest route pref‐
erence with lowest IP as tiebreaker

Contributing routes must have valid next-hop

Difference between Aggregate route is that traffic 
sent to a generated route will forward based on the 
primary contributing route.

Often used for "gateway of last resort"

Aggregate vs. Generated

Martian addresses

Addresses for which all routing information is ignored

Remove prefixes from routing table:

set routing-options martians [rib TA-
BLE] martians PFX MATCH-TYPE

Can be used as a method of filtering prefixes from a 
routing table regardless of source

Override martian prefixes:

Example: allowing Class E IPv4 addresses

Syntax same as remove, but with "allow" keyword

set routing-options martians [rib TA-
BLE] martians PFX MATCH-TYPE allow

show route martians

Routing instances, including RIB groups

RI

Master RIs

inet.0

IPv4 unicast

inet.1

IPv4 multicast (S,G entries)

inet.2

IPv4 RPF

inet.3

BGP next-hops (IP endpoints) for LDP/RSVP 
LSPs. Used when the local device is the 
ingress node to an LSP

inet.4

MSDP

inet6.0

IPv6 unicast

inet6.1

IPv6 multicast (S,G entries)

mpls.0

Resolve labels to LSP next-hops. Used when 
local device is MPLS transit router.

Configured RIs

Configured RIs inherit data from Master RIs (e.g. 
RI-A.inet.0)

Interfaces

set routing-instances NAME inter-
face INT

Routing

ping IP routing-instance NAME

show route table RI.inet.0

Type

virtual-router

virtual-switch

vrf

l2vpn

evpn

vpls

RIB groups

set routing-options rib-groups NAME

export-rib TABLE

copy routes from the RIB group to the speci‐
fied table (such as inet.0)

import-rib TABLE

copy routes from the specified table (such as 
inet.0) to the RIB group

Useful for creating aggregate routing tables, 
such as creating one routing table from multi‐
ple VRFs

import-policy

Load balancing

Applied as export policy from RIB to FIB

Configured as per-packet, but it is always per-flow

Filter-based forwarding

aka Policy-Based Routing (PBR)

Common use case is to send ingress traffic to a differ‐
ent route table

Within the context of a service provider, FBF can be 
useful to distinguish sources that share a common 
Layer 2 access

Another common use case is to send matching traffic 
to a specific next-hop IP or outgoing interface

Demonstrate

Static, aggregate, and generated routes

set routing-options

static

route 0.0.0.0/0

next-hop 1.2.3.4

qualified-next-hop 2.3.4.5 
preference 6

next-hop [ 1.2.3.4 1.2.3.5 ]

discard / reject

resolve

preference 5

next-table

defaults preference 5

aggregate

route 192.168.0.0/16 discard

policy POLICY

preference NUM

generate

route 0.0.0.0/0

policy POLICY

router-id IP

Affects all protocols

Load balancing

set policy-options policy-statement LOAD-
BALANCE then load-balance per-packet

set routing-options forwarding-table ex-
port LOAD-BALANCE

show route forwarding-table destination 
PFX

Filter-based forwarding

Ingress example

set routing-instances RNAME instance-
type forwarding

set firewall filter FNAME

term TNAME

from source-address PFX

then routing-instance RNAME

term default

then accept

set interfaces INT unit U family inet 
filter input FNAME

Egress example

set firewall family inet filter FNAME

term T1

from source-address PFX

then next-interface INT

term T2

from source-address PFX

then next-ip IP

routing-instance RNAME

set interfaces INT unit U family inet 
filter input FNAME

show firewall

OSPF

Describe

Link-state database

OSPF packet types

Router ID

Adjacencies and neighbors

Designated router and backup designated router

OSPF area and router types

LSA packet types

Demonstrate

Areas, interfaces and neighbors

set protocols ospf

area AREA

interface INT

priority PRI

interface-type p2p

metric NUM

stub

no-summaries

nssa

no-summaries

Additional basic options

Router ID

set routing-options router-id IP

Virtual Link

set protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0 virtu-
al-link neighbor-id REMOTE-RID 
transit-area AREA

Authentication

set protocols ospf area AREA interface 
INT authentication md5 5 key PASSWORD

Reference Bandwidth

set protocols ospf reference-bandwidth 
BPS

Routing policy application

Redistribution

set policy-options policy-statement 
REDISTRIBUTE term 1

from route-filter PFX exact

then accept

set protocols ospf export REDISTRIBUTE

Summarization

set protocols ospf area NON-BB

area range PFX

nssa area range PFX

Troubleshooting tools

Route preference: Internal 10

Route preference: External 150

show ospf neighbor

show ospf interface

show protocols ospf

show ospf database

set protocols ospf traceoptions

file ospf.log

flag TYPE

IS-IS

Describe

Link-state database

IS-IS PDUs

IIH

CSNP

equivalent to OSPF DBDs

PSNP

equivalent to OSPF LSReq

LS-PDU

equivalent to OSPF LSUpdate

TLVs

1 Area address

2 Neighbor metric

6 LAN ID

22 Extended metric

128 IP prefix metric

130 External IP information

132 IP interface

135 Extended IP metric

137 Hostname

Adjacencies and neighbors

Neighbors capable of forming adjacencies always form 
with each other as well as the DIS, unlike OSPF where 
adjacencies are only formed with the DR/BDR

Levels and areas

Designated intermediate system (DIS)

Highest priority 0-127, 64 default

DIS is represented to the rest of the network as a 
pseudonode

Metrics

Interface default 10

Default max 63 (TLVs 2, 128)

Wide max 24-bit (TLVs 22, 135)

Demonstrate

Levels, interfaces and adjacencies

set interfaces lo0 family iso address 
49.area.system.00

set interfaces INT family iso

set protocols isis interface INT

Additional basic options

set protocols isis

level {1 | 2}

disable

wide-metrics-only

Enabling removes the external-prefix flag, so 
all prefixes are considered internal

interface INT

point-to-point

level LEVEL

disable

priority NUM

To control DIS election

reference-bandwidth BPS

e.g. 10g

Authentication

Level

set protocols isis level LVL

authentication-type {md5 | simple}

authentication-key PASSWORD

Interface

set protocols isis interface INT 
level LVL

hello-authentication-type {md5 | 
simple}

hello-authentication-key PASSWORD

Routing policy application

Redistribution

set policy-options policy-statement 
REDISTRIBUTE term 1

from route-filter PFX exact

then accept

set protocols isis export REDISTRIBUTE

Route Leaking

set policy-options policy-statement 
L2-to-L1 term 1

from route-filter PFX OPTION

from protocol isis

from level 2

to protocol isis

to level 1

then accept

set protocols isis export L2-to-L1

Troubleshooting tools

Route preference: L1 Internal 15

Route preference: L2 Internal 18

Route preference: L1 External 160

Route preference: L2 External 165

show isis adjacency

show isis interface

show isis hostname

show isis database

BGP

Describe

BGP basic operation

Route preference: 170

show bgp summary

show protocols bgp

show bgp neighbor IP

BGP message types

Attributes

Route/path selection process

IBGP and EBGP functionality and interaction

Demonstrate

Groups and peers

set protocols bgp group IBGP

type internal

local-address Lo0-IP

export POLICY

e.g. next-hop-self

neighbor IP

set protocols bgp group EBGP

type external

export POLICY

neighbor IP

export POLICY

This policy overrides the general group ex‐
port policy for this neighbor (more-specific)

peer-as ASN

show route advertising-protocol bgp PEER-
IP

What is being sent to a peer

show route receive-protocol bgp PEER-IP

What is being received from a peer

Additional basic options

set routing-options router-id RID

set routing-options autonomous-system ASN

Routing policy application

set policy-options policy-statement NEXT-
HOP-SELF

from protocol bgp route-type external

then next-hop-self

set policy-options policy-statement ADV-
LOOPBACKS

term 1

from

protocol [ direct local isis 
ospf ]

route-filter 192.168.1.0/24 or-
longer

then accept

Layer 2

Describe

Layer 2 Bridging

Service provider switching platforms

Bridging elements and terminology

Frame processing

Virtual Switches

Similar in concept to RIs

Separate MAC tables

Separate VLAN ID spaces

Provider bridging (for example, 802.1ad Q-in-Q Tunnel‐
ing)

S-Tag pushed onto stack at ingress PE, popped at 
egress PE

S-Tag TPID 0x88A8

C-Tag TPID 0x8100

VLANs

Port modes

Access

Trunk

Tagged-access

Tagging

MVRP

802.1ak

Disabled by default, used only on trunk interfaces

MVRP PDUs are sent detailing which systems are 
members of which VLANs, and which interfaces are 
in those VLANs.

Works with RSTP/MSTP, but not VSTP

IRB

Associated with VLAN or bridge domain

Can act as default gateway for VLAN

Demonstrate

Interfaces and ports

set interfaces INT

native-vlan-id VLAN

vlan-tagging

unit 0 family bridge

interface-mode trunk

vlan-id-list VLANS

interface-mode access

vlan-id NUM

VLANs

set bridge-domains NAME

vlan-id NUM

interface INT

show bridge mac-table

clear bridge mac-table

IRB

set interfaces irb.0 family inet address 
PFX

set bridge-domains NAME routing-interface 
irb.0

MVRP

Enable:

set protocols mvrp interface {INT | 
all}

Passive mode:

set protocols mvrp interface INT pas-
sive

Disable mode (for individual interfaces):

set protocols mvrp interface INT for-
bidden

show mvrp

show mvrp statistics

Provider bridging

Dual-Stacked VLAN

PE Bridge

set int INT

flexible-vlan-tagging

unit 0

vlan-id S-VLAN

family bridge

interface-mode trunk

inner-vlan-id-list C-VLANS

set bridge-domains CUSTOMER vlan-id-
list C-VLANS

P Bridge

set interfaces INT

flexible-vlan-tagging

encapsulation flexible-ethernet-
services

unit U family bridge

interface-mode trunk

vlan-id-list S-VLAN

set bridge-domains CUSTOMER vlan-id 
S-VLAN

STP

Describe

STP, RSTP, MSTP and VSTP concepts

RSTP is the default on EX switches

VSTP compatible with Cisco (R)PVST+

Port roles and states

Root port / Alternate port

Designated port / Backup port

BPDUs

Convergence and reconvergence

Spanning-tree security

BPDU protection

Loop protection

Root protection

Demonstrate

Spanning-tree protocols: STP, RSTP, MSTP, and VSTP

set protocols

rstp

interface {int | all}

cost COST

mode {point-to-point | shared}

edge

priority PRI

bridge-priority PRI

force-version stp

Enables traditional STP mode

mstp

configuration-name NAME

revision-level NUM

interface INT

edge

mode {point-to-point | shared}

priority PRI

cost COST

msti NUM

vlan VLANS

bridge-priority NUM

interface INT

priority PRI

cost COST

vstp

interface {int | all}

vlan VLANS

interface INT

bridge-priority PRI

show spanning-tree

interface

bridge

mstp

configuration

statistics

BPDU protection

set protocols STP-TYPE bpdu-block-on-edge

set protocols layer2-control bpdu-block

interface INT

disable-timeout

clear error bpdu interface

Loop protection

set protocols rstp interface INT bpdu-
timeout-action block

Root protection

set protocols rstp interface INT no-root-
port

MPLS

Describe

MPLS terminology

MPLS packet header

End-to-end packet flow and forwarding

Labels and the label information base

MPLS and routing tables

Ingress LSR uses inet.3 to find egress LSR and associ‐
ated MPLS label to push

Transit LSR uses mpls.0 to lookup label and perform 
action (e.g. swap)

BGP looks for the next-hop (such as an iBGP 
loopback) in both inet.0 (IP) and inet.3 (LSP). If an entry 
is found in inet.3, it will be used by virtue of having a 
lower route-preference (RSVP 7, LDP 9)

RSVP

IP protocol 46

Messages

PATH message

Flow ingress to egress

Objects

Session

Identifies LSP

RRO Record Route

RSVP-Hop

Lists previous router to process message

Label request

ERO Explicit Route

T-Spec

Request bandwidth resources

RESV message

Flow egress to ingress

Objects

Session

Identifies LSP

RRO Record Route

RSVP-Hop

Lists previous router to process message

Label

Style (Fixed Filter / Shared Explicit)

How resources are shared among com‐
mon elements

Shared explicit allows for a primary and 
backup LSP to count the bandwidth 
reservation only once when the LSPs 
must traverse the same links

PATH / RESV TEAR message

Flows in same direction as PATH and RESV

PATH / RESV ERR message

Flows in opposite direction of PATH and RESV

CSPF

Enabled for IS-IS by default, must be enabled for 
OSPF

Basic process

Specify constraints

Prune links that don't satisfy the constraints

Iterate over explicit hops

Tiebreak on available bandwidth ratio (free ver‐
sus max reservable)

Example 10 Mbps available on a 100 Mbps 
link (10% available) is better than 50 Mbps 
available on a 1 Gbps link (5% available)

ERO generated

RSVP signalling

Admin groups

aka link color / affinity

Locally-defined

Primary use case is to satisfy service-level con‐
straints

Secondary use case to signal links to avoid due to 
planned service maintenance

32-bit field, used as 32 flags

Extended admin groups available to go beyond 
32-group limit

SRLGs

Tag links that belong to the same group so they are 
avoided when calculating secondary LSPs

FRR

Used as a temporary bypass / detour while the 
head-end recalculates a new LSP

Link protection

Detour LSPs are pre-calculated to route around 
links if they fail

Uses more state since the protection is per-LSP

Node protection

aka Facility protection

Bypass LSPs are pre-calculated to route around 
entire nodes if they fail

Requires less state in the network than link pro‐
tection since a single bypass LSP can protect 
multiple LSPs, and is therefore the more favored 
approach

LDP

Label advertised only for loopback IP by default

Control advertisement with LDP egress policy

FRR achieved through LFA and R-LFA

Demonstrate

MPLS forwarding

set interfaces INT family mpls

set protocols mpls interface INT

show route table inet.3

RIB

show route table mpls.0

FIB

LSPs

Static

set protocols mpls label-switched-
path NAME

to REMOTE-LOOPBACK

primary PATH

optional

Explicit

set protocols mpls path NAME

LO-IP1 {loose | strict}

LO-IP2 {loose | strict}

Primary / Secondary 

set protocols mpls

path PATH1

path PATH2

label-switched-path LSP-NAME

primary PATH1

secondary PATH2 standby

show mpls lsp

name NAME detail

extensive keyword shows recent changes

CSPF

Admin groups must be configured on all routers 
that will use them. Downstream routers configure 
and apply them to links, headend routers configure 
and apply them to LSPs. The group numbers must 
match.

set protocols mpls

admin-groups G1 NUM

NUM is 0-31

interface INT admin-group G1

label-switched-path LSP-NAME 
admin-group

include-any [ G1 G2 ]

include-all [ G1 G2 ]

exclude [ G1 G2 ]

show mpls interface

TED enabled by default in IS-IS, but must be con‐
figured for OSPF

set protocols ospf traffic-engineer-
ing

clear mpls lsp name LSP-NAME

Force recalculation

set protocols mpls explicit-null

show mpls label usage

RSVP-signaled and LDP-signaled LSPs

RSVP

Route preference: RSVP-signaled LSP 7

set protocols rsvp interface INT

show rsvp sessions

show rsvp interface

show ted database

show rsvp version

LDP

Route preference: LDP-signaled LSP 9

set protocols ldp interface INT

show ldp neighbor

show ldp interface

show ldp session

show ldp database session PEER

show route protocol ldp

table inet.3

IPv6

Describe

IPv4 versus IPv6

Address types, notation, and format

Address scopes

Autoconfiguration

Tunneling

Demonstrate

Interfaces

set interfaces INT family inet6 address 
IP/LEN

show ipv6 neighbors

Static routes

set routing-options rib inet6.0 static 
route PFX next-hop IPV6

show route table inet6.0

Dynamic routing

OSPFv3

Topology and NLRI are separated

Type 1 & 2 LSAs carry internal topology

Type 8 & 9 LSAs contain NLRI

IS-IS

IPv6 routing automatically enabled in IS-IS when 
you add IPv6 addresses to interfaces, no special 
configuration needed

BGP

Either configure IPv6 peers, or add the IPv6 AFI to 
existing IPv4 peers

set protocols bgp group NAME

type {internal | external}

local-address LOOPBACK-IPV6

export POLICY

neighbor IPV6

show bgp summary

IPv6 over IPv4 tunneling

Configure an IPv6 address on a GRE tunnel

set interfaces gr-0/0/0 unit 0

tunnel source IPV4

tunnel destination IPV4

family inet6 address IPV6

Tunnels

Describe

Tunneling applications and considerations

GRE tunnels in Junos are stateless. The tunnel source 
router cannot change the state of the tunnel interface 
to down if the remote end is unreachable. You can 
configure a keepalive to bring down the logical status, 
though.

GRE

Data is encapsulated in GRE packet and an outer IP 
header is added

24-byte overhead

IP-IP

20-byte overhead

Demonstrate

vMX enable tunneling:

set chassis fpc 0 pic 0 tunnel-services

GRE

set interfaces gr-0/0/0 unit 0

tunnel source IP

tunnel destination IP

family inet address ADDR

IP-IP

set interfaces ip-0/0/0 unit 0

tunnel source IP

family inet address ADDR

tunnel destination IP

HA

Describe

Link aggregation groups (LAG)

Multichassis LAGs (MC-LAGs)

MC-LAG uses proprietary ICCP

Graceful restart (GR)

Standards-based

Useful when you do not have RE redundancy

Mutually-exclusive from NSR

Notifies supporting neighbors to maintain data plane 
even though the control plane will be temporarily un‐
available

Prevents recalculations that impact the rest of the 
network

Graceful Routing Engine switchover (GRES)

Proprietary

Synchronizes kernel and interface state between REs, 
though protocol adjacencies must be re-formed

Linecards do not need to reboot when master RE fails

Nonstop bridging (NSB)

Requires GRES

Synchronizes control-plane state between REs

RE switchover without losing L2CP Layer 2 Control 
Protocol information by running the l2cpd on the back‐
up RE

Supported for STP/RSTP/VSTP/MSTP

Nonstop active routing (NSR)

Requires GRES

Synchronizes control-plane state between REs

Allows switchover without alerting peers that a change 
has occurred

Runs rpd on both REs and preserves TCP state

Mutually-exclusive from Graceful Restart

Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD)

BGP example

set protocols bgp group NAME

bfd-liveness-detection

minimum-interval MS

multiplier NUM

show bgp neighbor IP

displays BFD status

show bfd session

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)

1 active, multiple backup

Highest-priority (1 - 255) is active

If you configure the VIP to be the same as the pri‐
mary router IP, you MUST configure the primary 
with priority 255 and all others < 255

Default hello 1 second

Compatible with NSR

VRRPv3 supports both IPv4 and IPv6 addressing

Unified In-Service Software Upgrade (ISSU)

Relies on GRES and NSR/NSB

Demonstrate

LAG

set chassis aggregated-devices ethernet 
device-count NUM

number of AE bundles to create

set interfaces INT gigether-options 
802.3ad ae0

Repeat for each physical interface

ae0 is first logical bundle

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-op-
tions lacp active

show lacp interfaces

MC-LAG

set switch-options service-id NUM

NUM must match on both devices

set protocols iccp

local-ip-addr IP

peer PEER-IP

redundancy-group-id-list NUM

liveness-detection

minimum-interval MS

multiplier 3

show iccp

set interfaces ae0 aggregated-ether-op-
tions

mc-ae

mc-ae-id NUM

redundancy-group NUM

chassis-id NUM

0 or 1

mode active-active

status-control

active

standby

One must be active, one must be standby, 
even in active-active mode

lacp

active

periodic fast

system-id MAC

Must match on both peers

admin-key KEY

Must match on both peers

set interfaces ae0 unit 0 multi-chassis-
protection PEER-IP interface PEER-FACING-
INT

show interfaces mc-ae

GR

set routing-options graceful restart

You can also enable/disable at the individual protocol 
level

GRES

set chassis redundancy graceful-
switchover

show system switchover

Must be issued on backup RE

NSB

set chassis redundancy graceful-
switchover

set protocols layer2-control nonstop-
bridging

set system commit synchronize

NSR

set chassis redundancy graceful-
switchover

set routing-options nonstop-routing

set system switchover-on-routing-crash

set system commit synchronize

show task replication

show bgp replication

VRRP

set interfaces INT family

inet address IP

vrrp-group ID

virtual-address VIP

priority NUM

inet6 address IPV6

vrrp-inet6-group ID

virtual-inet6-address VIP

virtual-link-local-address IPV6

Virtual link-local address must be on same 
subnet as the physical LL address

priority NUM

ISSU

Requires GRES and NSR enabled first

set chassis redundancy graceful-
switchover

set routing-options nonstop-routing

set system commit synchronize

show task replication

Take system snapshot

request routing-engine login re1

request system snapshot

request routing-engine login re0

request system snapshot

file copy new image to the router

request system software in-service-up-
grade TGZ-PKG reboot

show version invoke-on all-routing-en-
gines


